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Abstract

An emerging literature has shown concerns about the impact of the pandemic
on the proliferation of digital surveillance. Contributing to these debates, in this
paper we demonstrate how the pandemic facilitates digital surveillance in three
ways: (1) By shifting everyday communication to digital means it contributes to
the generation of extensive amounts of data susceptible to surveillance. (2) It
motivates the development of new digital surveillance tools. (3) The pandemic
serves as a perfect justification for governments to prolong digital surveillance.
We provide empirical anecdotes for these three effects by examining reports
by the Global Digital Policy Incubator at Stanford University. Building on
our argument, we conclude that we might be on the verge of a dangerous
normalization of digital surveillance. Thus, we call on scholars to consider the
full effects of public health crises on politics and suggest scrutinizing sources of
digital data and the complex relationships between the state, corporate actors,
and the sub-contractors behind digital surveillance.
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Times of crises open opportunity structures that can change the nature
of politics and society as we know them. The “war on terror” doctrine that
started after the the 9/11 attacks illustrates that in such cases, structural
changes remain even after the original emergencies are over. The COVID-19
pandemic likewise invites us to rethink the political ramifications of global crises ( L I P S C Y 2 02 0) . In this essay, we focus on how the pandemic brought
transformations related to the field of digital surveillance in particular. We
argue that it has facilitated digital surveillance in three ways.
The first impact that the pandemic has on digital surveillance is social. The unprecedented restrictions on movement and interaction have increased the reliance of a sizeable portion of the world’s population on digital
means of communication. The trend towards digitization has captured the
attention of many scholars in recent years ( KO S I N S K I – S T I L LW E L L – G R A E P E L 2 0 13 ;
K U N E R – C AT E N . D. ; Z W I T T E R – H A D F I E L D 2 0 14) . However, during the pandemic, personal, educational, and business communications have moved to the online
world to limit the spread of the virus to previously unseen extents. At the
same time, the ongoing great migration to the digital world generates a generous data pool awaiting the manipulation of surveillance technologies. In
this context, we believe that the impact of the pandemic on the exponential
migration from the analog to the digital has been generally understudied.1
The pandemic has also highlighted the agency of national governments around the world in facilitating the proliferation of new and innovative surveillance tools. Even before COVID-19, the literature has been
increasingly concerned with the fast-paced growth of digital surveillance
techniques and capacities ( D I A M O N D 2 0 19 ; FA R R I E S 2 0 19, 2 0 19 ; F R I E D E WA L D E T A L . 2 0 17;
L E W I S 2 0 14 ; M I C H A E L S E N 2 02 0 ; P R I VAC Y I N T E R N AT I O N A L 2 0 14 ; Q I A N G 2 0 19 ; X U 2 02 1 ) . The pandemic has fast-forwarded the movement on this track. Many countries in
the world developed digital tools to trace the contacts of infected individuals as well as to enforce quarantine measures ( A M I T E T A L . 2 02 0 ; C A LVO –
D E T E R D I N G – RYA N 2 02 0 ; E C K – H AT Z 2 02 0 ; G O L I N E L L I E T A L . 2 02 0 ; S T E H L Í KOVÁ 2 02 0 ; W H I T E L AW E T

. In parallel, many observers continuously raise concerns regarding
the breach of individual and collective privacy ( E U RO P E A N PA R L I A M E N T 2 02 0 ; G I G A
2 02 1 ; G R E I T E N S 2 02 0 ; R A N I S C H E T A L . 2 02 0 ; S E K A L A L A E T A L . 2 02 0) .
A L . 2 02 0)

Finally, the ability of governments to justify the wide-ranging employment
of digital surveillance has been broadened due to the global public health
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emergency. The pandemic provided the perfect ingredient for both democratic and authoritarian governments to frame digital surveillance as necessary
for dodging an imminent public health crisis. Governments have combined
different liberal and illiberal rhetorical elements to create a hegemonic discourse that justifies the prolonged use of digital surveillance. In the following, we provide anecdotal empirical evidence for all three transformations.
In our empirical exercise, we have reviewed reports prepared by the Global
Digital Policy Incubator at Stanford University and zoomed in on instances
of digital surveillance between July 2020 and September 2021.2 Looking at
the second and third waves of the global COVID-19 pandemic, we believe
that digital surveillance is being continuously normalized across different
regime types. First, it is being done by governments promoting digital tools
and data collection techniques as pandemic counter-measures. Second,
the mass migration to online platforms has provided previously unseen
amounts of digital data that are vulnerable to varying forms of state and
“outsourced” surveillance. In the sections below, we use evidence from
around the globe to illustrate how these tendencies come together to form
a self-enforcing vicious circle or “the long-term surveillance prescription.”
AVAILABILITY OF DATA
Social media, mobile applications, and specialized software have enabled
millions to continue interacting, and connecting to workplaces and study
rooms throughout the ensuing waves of the global pandemic. At the same
time, the shift to the digital amassed previously unseen amounts of data exposed to state and “outsourced” surveillance. What is more, the very structure of remote work and study encourages us to accept pervasive digital supervision, socializing workers and students for the “long-term prescription.”
The heightened vulnerability to surveillance is best illustrated by
evidence from authoritarian and autocratizing regimes. For instance, in
June 2020, Zoom, the biggest video-conferencing platform to emerge in
the wake of the pandemic, admitted that it had complied with Chinese
government requests to block users from meetings commemorating the
June 4th Tiananmen Square incident. According to Zoom, it identified and
suspended four such meetings without providing “any non-China-based
user information or any meeting content to the Chinese government […] other
56/4/2021 
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than a limited amount of user data concerning China-based attendees” ( Z O O M
2 02 0) . Despite admitting fault, by identifying, suspending, and terminating
host accounts Zoom effectively served as a surveillance arm of the Beijing
regime. Similar examples of autocratic governments using domestic regulations to subject online platforms have abounded in the past years.3 In
addition, democratic governments have also found ways to capitalize on
the expanding pool of digital data available for surveillance.
The surveillance industry has also fed on the increasing migration
to the digital world during the COVID-19 pandemic. Clearview facial recognition software, trained on a database of billions of images scraped from
social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter, has
been at the forefront of this industry. Using Clearview AI, as of February
2020, 88 law enforcement and government-affiliated agencies in 24 countries, including the U.S., Canada, the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Australia,
and several EU countries, had matched photos of suspects with samples
scraped online ( M AC E T A L . 2 02 1 ) . Though marketed as a tool for fighting child
abuse, Clearview has been deemed unlawful in a few countries due to its
incongruency with privacy regulations. For instance, Canada’s data privacy
commissioner ruled in February 2021 that Clearview had violated federal and provincial privacy laws and called the company to stop collecting
and delete any scraped images and biometrics of Canadian citizens ( M AC
E T A L . 2 02 1 ) . However, recent reports reveal that law enforcement agencies
around the world continue using the tool both with and without leadership oversight. For example, reports from different states in the U.S. have
indicated that Clearview had been employed to identify and arrest protestors captured on CCTV cameras during the 2020 Black Lives Matter
protests ( K AT E C OX 2 02 0) .
Moreover, downloads of mobile applications have skyrocketed with
the outbreak of COVID-194 and presented an additional entry point for
“outsourced surveillance.” As reported by Vice’s Motherboard, the U.S. government has been harvesting location data from mobile applications used
around the world, including the most popular Muslim-oriented apps (J O S E P H
C OX 2 02 0) . Exploiting a loophole in federal privacy regulations prohibiting the
collection of location data without a warrant, X-mode, a third-party data
broker, has been subcontracted to source data from original apps and forward it to government agencies (Express VPN). Some mobile applications
108
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sending information to X-mode include Muslim Pro, which reminds users
when to pray and indicates the direction of Mecca, the dating app Muslim
Mingle, and some local social media apps widely used in Iran, Turkey, and
Colombia. Targeting broader audiences, the X-mode network also includes
weather, sports, dating, and home repair applications (J O S E P H C OX 2 02 0) . In
an interview, Joshua Anton, the founder and head of X-Mode, said the
company tracks 25 million devices inside the United States every month,
and 40 million more around the globe (C N N B U S I N E S S 2 02 0) . In December 2020,
Apple and Google app stores announced that any application that would
continue using tracking software would be removed. However, a 2021 research by ExpressVPN and the Defensive Lab Agency, found nearly 200
apps still sending information to X-Mode and 450 apps downloaded at
least 1.7 billion times containing various location tracker software development kits (SDKs)5 ( E X P R E S S V P N 2 02 1 ; O ’ B R I E N 2 02 1 ) .
Finally, the pandemic has not only accelerated the usage of existing
digital communication tools, but also facilitated the mass adoption of previously little-explored software solutions which pervasively monitor and
amass pools of data on students and employees. Alongside the so-called
“bossware” promoted by employers for “activity monitoring” of employees
during remote work (C Y P H E R S – G U L L O 2 02 0) , proctoring software is the most
vivid illustration of how COVID-19 has facilitated the normalization of everyday surveillance. Programs like ProctorU, which oversee students taking
online exams and doing homework, have long drawn criticism from human
rights activists, who point to the discriminatory nature of these systems.
Students of colour, students with learning disabilities, and low-income
groups are more likely to be subjected to errors of proctoring algorithms
( K E L L E Y 2 02 0) . With the increasing adoption of proctoring software in schools
and universities during the pandemic, concerns about the security of vast
amounts of student data have also arisen. Alongside leveraging of student
data for commercial purposes, breaches of proctoring databases and subsequent data dumps are among the most likely risks. In 2020, over 440‚000
user records were leaked from the ProctorU database to a hacker forum,
including email addresses, full names, addresses, phone numbers, hashed
passwords, the affiliated organizations, and other information ( K E L L E Y 2 02 0) .
All in all, with the growth of the digital data pool in the past years,
the individual susceptibility to digital surveillance only increases. What is
56/4/2021 
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more, in the “new normal” workers and students have a choice of forfeiting their data and subjecting themselves to surveillance by proctoring and
various worker efficiency applications or facing professional and academic
consequences. Thus, in a slow but steady manner, we are socialized into
“the long-term prescription.”
TOOLS FOR SURVEILLANCE
The ensuing waves of the pandemic have also served as an excuse for governments around the world to develop long-term surveillance solutions and strike
long-term data sharing agreements with “surveillance capitalists.”6 China,
where digital COVID-19 response measures have been particularly embraced
by the communist regime, has been among the frontrunners in this regard.
As early as May 2020, officials in the eastern Chinese city of
Hangzhou announced plans to create a permanent version of the surveillance application developed by the home-grown tech giant Alibaba.
The current health app works like a traffic light, where red indicates that
a person poses a public health risk, and green allows individuals to access
public facilities ( K H A R PA L 2 02 0) . The extended version of the application could
have also been linked to electronic medical records and taken into consideration lifestyle choices such as drinking, smoking, and sleeping. Though
the Hangzhou government backed down from its proposal after criticism
for its alleged disrespect for individual privacy, it has already connected
its health code to electronic health and social security cards. The governments in Shanghai and Guangzhou have also followed suit and integrated
local health codes with electronic identification, health insurance, and users’ bank accounts (C O N G 2 02 1 ) , thus making the digital surveillance in China
even more comprehensive.
Private entities in western democracies, very much like the Chinese
Alibaba, have also seized the chance to offer technical expertise to the
public sector and gain access to pools of invaluable individual data. The
ensuing states of emergency and rollouts of mass vaccinations have turned
into “the hour of surveillance capitalists”. This is because governments
have found themselves on the losing end, reliant on tech corporations and
unable to lobby for appropriate privacy safeguards. As reports vividly illustrate, Google’s free smartphone software used by countries around the
110
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world as a blueprint for contact-tracing applications was called into question in June 2020. Despite assurances of data security, governments were
surprised to learn that location-tracking must be active for the software
to work with Android phones, allowing Google to determine and track
the location of millions. Numerous European governments voiced their
concerns; however, without feasible alternatives, none said that they will
stop using the blueprint (S I N G E R 2 02 0) .
The struggle over access to patients’ data has been probably the most
pronounced in the United Kingdom. In the light of the COVID-19 emergency, tech companies saw an opening for gaining access to national health
data, which would serve as real-life lab material for training commercial
artificial intelligence models. The now published Google contract with
the National Health Service (NHS) signed in March 2020 hints at the data-for-expertise exchange as it promised free “technical, advisory and other
support ” to the NHSX lab for the development of a data platform to streamline the public health response to COVID-19. Moreover, the Google-owned
DeepMind’s co-founder Mustafa Suleyman was also reportedly consulting
the NHS on how to collect patient data in a pro bono advisory capacity ( L O M A S
2 02 0) . Another company which benefited from data-sharing deals with the
UK government, is Palantir Technologies, known for providing analytics
and data to law enforcement, military, and intelligence agencies around
the world. After signing the contract stipulating that it would support the
NHS data platform, Palantir Technologies recorded £22 million in profits
despite reporting a loss the previous year ( W I L L I A M S 2 02 1 ) .
After “No Palantir in our NHS” activists from openDemocracy
and Foxglove sued the government in February 2021 for an “‘unprecedented’ transfer of patients’ information,” the court ordered not to extend
Palantir’s contract beyond the pandemic without public consultation. In
September 2021, the government ended one of its data-sharing contracts
with Palantir by “seeking to move away from reliance on third-party data analytics platforms” ( B YC H AW S K I 2 02 1 ) . Nonetheless, another consulting agreement with Palantir for COVID-19 data analysis will continue running until December 2022. Furthermore, in May 2021, the NHS announced new
plans to scrape nearly 55 million medical records, including information
on mental and sexual health, criminal records, and abuse, into a database
to share with third parties ( M U R G I A 2 02 1 ) . Despite promises that the scraped
56/4/2021 
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data will be “gatekept,” the tainted NHS track record raises red flags about
yet another opening for “surveillance capitalists” in the United Kingdom.
In sum, just as citizens around the world become more dependent
on social media, mobile applications, and online platforms in their everyday communication, so have governments grown increasingly reliant on
tech corporations for streamlining digital pandemic counter-measures.
In turn, economic profit is overtaking political control as the key variable
in the global pandemic surveillance equation.
HEGEMONIC JUSTIFICATIONS
Finally, the ability of governments to justify new data-sharing parnerships with
private surveillance actors and the wide-ranging employment of digital surveillance have been broadened during the ensuing waves of COVID-19. With
COVID-19, both democracies and autocracies have found the perfect rhetorical ingredient to politically justify prolonged surveillance.
In October 2020, France rebranded its contact-tracing application
StopCovid and reframed it as a liberal, inclusive, and “open-sourced”
pandemic counter-measure, looking to boost its small user base ( D I L L E T
2 02 0) . EveryoneAgainstCovid (TousAntiCovid), the new name of the app,
echoes the liberal rhetoric that surrounded the launch of Singaporeʼs
‘TraceTogether,’ one of the most successful national contact tracing applications worldwide. By early 2021, nearly 80 percent of Singaporeans were
using TraceTogether on their smartphones or had connected it to wearable
Bluetooth tokens for accessing workplaces and public facilities ( I L L M E R 2 02 1 ) .
However, despite a lot of energy being invested into encouraging the
use of the application in early 2020, presenting it as being developed in a decentralized manner and highlighting its internationally-endorsed privacy
safeguards ( M A AT I – Š V E D K AU S K A S 2 02 0 : 17–2 0) , the Singaporean government has
gone back on its promises. Officials have switched from assurances that
the collected data would only be used for contact tracing, arguing that privacy regulations could and should be overruled. In January 2021, Minister
for Foreign Affairs Balakrishnan claimed that data collected through
TraceTogether is no different from “other forms of sensitive data like phone or
banking records,” the privacy of which should be overruled because “police
112
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must be given the tools to bring criminals to justice and protect the safety and
security of all Singaporeans” ( B A L A K R I S H N A N 2 02 1 ) . The shift to a “harder,” more
securitized framing of digital surveillance in Singapore and the reverse
rhetorical trajectory in France follow our prediction that more blurring
of the line between liberal and illiberal rhetoric is to be expected with the
new waves of the pandemic ( M A AT I – Š V E D K AU S K A S 2 02 0) .
Though national rhetorical and policy trajectories vary, it is evident
that at the time of writing, the pandemic has become a lasting rhetorical
symbol in the vocabularies of governments and tech corporations. Mixing
liberal and illiberal arguments, these actors produce hegemonic discourses
necessitating permanent digital public-health-surveillance, as in China,
or repeated harvests of patients’ data, as in the UK.
TAKEAWAYS
Taken together, the three realms of data, tools and justifications, through
which the pandemic facilitated the proliferation of digital surveillance, point
towards two broad conclusions. The first is that digital surveillance is here
to stay. As we have hypothesized elsewhere, governments mixing liberal and
illiberal rhetorical elements are already refitting their justifications for digital surveillance in a way that outlives the COVID-19 emergency. The illiberal
tone and hegemonic discourses necessitating long-term digital surveillance
are especially concerning since public health experts increasingly agree
that the pandemic has entered a long-lasting “endemic stage” ( P H I L L I P S 2 02 1 ) .
The second conclusion is that we might be on the verge of a dangerous normalization of digital surveillance. This results not only from internalizing government discourse and practices ( F O U C AU LT 2 0 0 7 ) , but also from
the emergency discourse that the pandemic readily provides (C S E R N AT O N I
2 0 2 0) . The COVID-19 pandemic offers the perfect ingredients for such
a normalization: It motivated a voluntary though necessary migration
to the digital world, creating large pools of digital data that are amassed
through teleconferencing platforms, social media, and mobile applications. This provided a corporate and governmental motivation to develop new tools of surveillance for harvesting these sources. The pandemic
has also threatened people and governments enough so that they would
accept digital surveillance as necessary even if it threatens privacy. In the
56/4/2021 
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background of a global public health crisis, we have also seen the de facto
acceptance of a new type of surveillance medium. With so-called “bossware” and proctoring applications deployed for remote work and study,
everyday surveillance is yet more comprehensive.
In the light of our anecdotal evidence, we believe that future research
should not only focus on digital surveillance tools and the discourses
surrounding them. Following Phillip Lipscy ( 2 02 0) , we think that scholars
should also rethink public health crises as openings for increasing the
availability of digital data, a necessary condition for the future proliferation of the digital surveillance industry. Research should also focus on
better understanding the motivations of and complex relationships between the state agencies, corporate actors, and sub-contractors behind
digital surveillance. Since these actors exist and operate transnationally
and across regime types and socio-economic orders, future investigations
should adopt a multitude of approaches to uncover the full complexity of
this surveillance ecosystem. By taking this course, the academic community could assist in the ensuing struggle against the unnecessary long-term
deployment of digital surveillance.
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For more on the concept of surveillance capitalism, see Zuboff (2019).
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